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BEFORE !HE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE StATE OF CALIFORNIA 
Application of Gulf Thermal Corp. ) 
for exemption from certain check- ) 
list requirements of Decision ) 
Nos. 92251, 92501, and 92769. ) 

----------------------------) 

Application 82-11-58 
(Filed November 30, 1982) 

OPINION ON SOLAR ~ATER HEATER ELIGIBILITY 
Gulf Thermal Corporation (Gulf) manufactures domestic 

solar water heating systems composed of one or more of its PT-40 

Integrated Collector-Storage (ICS) devices. These sys~ems have not 

been previously eligible for the Commission's OIl 42 Demonstration 

Solar FinanCing Program because no method was available until 

recently to estimate their energy-saving potential. these systems 

are marketed and distributed in California by Solar Harvest, Inc. 

(Solar Harvest). Solar Harvest requests that the Commission find 

the Gulf PT-40 systems eligible to participate in the program. 

By this deciSion, the Commission finds the Gulf PT-40 

eligible under the sizing and other conditions specified. 
Program Background 

On September 16, 1980, we issued Decision (D.) 92251 
establishing demonstration solar financing programs for Pacific 

Gas and Electric Company, San Diego Gas & Electric Company, 

Southern California Edison Company, and Southern California Gas 
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Company. We subsequen~ly modified ~his decision by D.92501, 
;1 

December 5, 1980, and D.92769, March 3, 1981. In ~hese decisions, 

we specified a ehecklis~ of requirements for domestic solar water 

heaters. Since March 1, 1981, all solar water heaters have been 

required to meet 011 42 sizing and checklist requirements to be 

eligible for the solar financing program. For leS systems, to 

which some program assumptions do not apply, eligibility has been 

granted only after application on a case-by-case basis by the 

manufacturer or by its representative. 

AEElieant's Background 

Solar Harvest, the sole authorized west coast dis~ributor 

4It for Gulf, began marketing solar systems in October 1982 consisting 

of one or more of Gulf's PI-40 leS units shown in Appendix D. Each 

unit ac~ually consists of four 9.5 gallon stainless-steel absorber 

tanks connected in series wi~h small cross-section connec~ors 

beneath a triple glazing of translucent teflon and tempered solar 

glass. The connectors, measuring less than 1 inch by 2 inches are 

subject to freezing. The inside of the aluminum box housing the 

tanks is insulated to R-12 with polyisocyanurate foam, and each 

tank is surrounded on three sides by borosilicate fiberglass and 

polyisocyanurate foam. The remainder of each ~ank is open to the 

gla~ing to absorb insolation. 
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Solar Harvest applied November 30, 1982 for eligibility 
of systems using the PT-40 leS units to partieipate in the 

Demonstration Solar Financing Program. The application includes 

requests for exemption from five items eontained in the current 

Post-Installation Inspection Checklist, which became effective on 

June 22, 1981. In the following sections, each checklist item is 

given along with Solar Harvest's argument for an exemption, and 

Ee~ staff's position and recommendation. Discussion of the Sizing 

and ICS freeze protection issues begins on Page 7. 

Exposed Components Freeze Protection: 

l'tem ,,: "Are exposeci eomponen'ts o'ther 'than 
the collector protected from freeze 
damage?" 

a) Air vent 
b) Vacuum breaker 
c) Temperature and pressure relief valve 
d) Expansion tanks 
e) Other" 

The intent of Item '1 is to protect external components from freeze 

damage. Sub-items a), b), d) and e) are not relevant to the PT-40 

because i'ts ICS design does no't include an air vent, vacuum 

breaker or expansion tank. It does, however, include a temperature 

and pressure ("t/p")relief valve. Solar Harvest gives the 

following ra'tionale for exemption: 

"a) Our installation policy ••• would 
ensure tha't 'the units woulci not be 
installed in areas where the tip 
valves would be threatened by freezing. 
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b) The inherent thermal mass of the 
PT-40 will protect the tIp valve 
under mild freezing conditions. 

We disagree. These guidelines do not guarantee effective 

protection because it is difficult for contractors to know with 

certainty whether freezing might occasionally occur in areas having 

normally favorable degree-day conditions. For example. much of 

California's Central Valley, which is normally temperate, 

experienced prolonged freezing and near-freezing conditions this 

past winter because of continuous fog. Similar conditions would 

lower the temperature of the ICS unit itself, reducing thermal 

protection to the tIp valve. Exemption from Item " is not 

e justified. 

Item 21: "Are the collectors manifolded in a 
reverse return, parallel manner, or 
are other flow balancing techniques 
employed?" 

Ihis item is intended to prevent large differences in the flow rate 
or temperature of water supplied to each uni~ in a system. Such 

differences ca.n readily occur and reduce system perfor:lance. 

In seeking an exemption to this item, Solar Harvest 

explains that: 

"In ICS units optimal delivery can often 
be achieved using a series rather than 
a parallel f10"(o1 path." 
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We agree that a system of three or fewer units in series can 

perform effectively. Although the tests submitted were conducted 

on a system of only two units connected in series, we believe that 
three uni~s in series produce sligh~ly higher water tecperatures 

which permit a longer summer season of operation without the back-

up heater. For this reason, plumbing arrangements of the minimum 

required number of units may be made with a maximum of three PT-40 
Ies units connected in series. 

In contrast, a system with four units connected in series 
would reject heat from the last (hottest) unit, and thus not 

perform as well as parallel banks each of ewo units in series. 

thus, we require that large systems contain no more than three 

units in series, with parallel connections as needed to comply 

with the requirement in Item 21 regarding an equal flow path 
length through all collectors. 

Item 22: "Has the circulator pump been installed 
according to manufacturerfs specifications?" 

The intent of this item is to ensure the proper direction of 

circulation in active solar systems. Solar Harvest explains that 

"'Ihis unit does not employ a pump." We accept Solar Harvest's 

rationale; IeS units do not contain a circulation pump because 

supply water pressure is all that is needed to move water ~rough 
the system. 
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Item 29: "Is a device, which indica'Ces tha'C 
the system is operating installed?" 

The intent of 'Chis item is for the owner to be able to judge 

whether or not the system is operating - i.e. heating water to the 

proper temperature. Solar Harvest gives the following explana~ion 

of why it should be exempt from this item: 

"There are no electronic or mechanical 
'moving parts' to monitor in this 
system. !he customer can verify thae 
the system is producing hot water by 
opening a valve and determining if 
the water is hot." 

Solar Harvest's rationale does not address the intent of 

Item 29 t which was to monitor not individual mechanisms, but the 

performance of the system as a whole. Installing a thermometer in 

the piping between the solar water heaeer and the back-up tank 

would satisfy this item, although the user would need to open a hot 

water faucet to read an accurate temperature. The valve or other 

provision for flushing cannot also serve for this Item because it 

may not be readily acceSSible, may require tools, would require a 

drain or container for up to several gallons of sampled waeer, and 

would require the individual to provide a thermometer each time or 

risk a hot water burn. Thus, no exemption from Item 29 is 
justified. 
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Item 30: "Does the storage tank have a minimum 
insulation of R-121" 

The intent of this item is to minimize heat loss. Solar Harvest 
gives the following rationale as to ~hy it should be exempt from 
Item 30: 

"The storage tank(s) are an integral part of 
the PT-40. To the extent possible, the tanks 
have been insulateo to better than R-12, but 
a portion of each tank functions as absorber 
ano as such cannot be directly insulated." 

Item 30 is intenoed to apply to systems having the storage 

capacity separate from the collector itself. This is not the ease 

in IeS units, ~hich comoine the functions of heating and storing 

water. We accept Solar Harvest's reasoning that although each of 

the four tanks in the PT-40 is surrounded over most its area by 

&-12 polyisocyanurate and fiberglass insulation, a portion must 

remain exposed to absorb solar energy. Exemytion from Item 30 is 
justified. 
Sizing 

Solar Harvest submitted the results of an SRCC-OG200 test 

conducted on two PT-40 units connected in series. A certification 

letter from SRCC (Solar Rating and Certification Corporation) 

accompanied the test results. the test was developed as a national 

standard, and the SRCC certification is required by the California 

Energy Commission for eligibility for the california Solar Tax 

credit for solar systems installed during 1982. 
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The sizing requiremen~ is calcula~ed by correc~ing ~he 

system output in BTU's per day from ~he SRCC tes~ =0 accoun~ for 

California conditions. Based on the test data, and on correc~ing 

calculations using the method outlined in Appendix A, Eea recom-

mends that an annualized average daily output of 23,500 BTU be 
adopted for ~he series pair of Pt-40 units. This corresponds to an 

output of 11,750 BtU per day or 42.9 therms per year for each 

individual lCS uni~. Since 101 therms per year has been adopted as 

the required annual ou~put for systems serving a three-bedroom 

house in the Solar Rebate Program. ~e find tha~ two units are 

needed ~o meet the load of a three-bedroom home. table 1 

summarizes the minimum sizing requirement for PT-40 solar systems. 

Systems containing more than three units must be plumbed 

in compliance with Item 21 of the Checklist. as discussed on 

page 5. A third unit may be installed in series, even though the 

test was conducted on only two units in series, because the added 

heat losses can be o£fse~ by the savings from a longer summer 
season of operation wi~h the back-up water heater turned off, 

because the solar wa~er ~emperature will be higher. 
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TABl.E 1 

Minimum Sizing of Gulf Thermal Solar Wa~er Hea~er Sys~ems 
Using Model P'I'-40 Uni~s 

Number of OIl 42 Number of 
Bedrooms Minimum OutEut 

Iherms/~r. 
PT-40 Units 

, 34 , 
2 67 2 

3 101 2 

4 135 3 
5 168 4 

n greater ~han 5 33.7 n .73n 

Note: No more than three (3) units may be ins~alled in series. 
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Collector Freeze Protection 

Gulf offers a 20-year warranty covering freeze damage 

when the system is installed accorGing to its installation manual. 

That manual states: 

"In areas where periodic freezing conditions 
exist, the system mus~ have a manual drain 
down capability to pro~ect the piping. As 
an option, an au~omatic freeze pro~ection 
device, such as the Eaton Dole FP-45 valve 
or H&H Precision Productions' V243 valve 
can be installed between the collector and 
the roof." 

The Solar Harvest unit is an integral eollec~or-storage 

unit, but it is not a typical ICS unit consisting of a single tank. 

Instead four 9-1/2-gallon tanks under the glazing are connected in 

series with semi-circular tubes formed from sheet metal. 

The eonvection currents which make all of the solar 

heated water available to prevent freezing in single-tank leS units 

are not as effective in the s.caller volumes of the Solar Harvest 

tanks. The small semi-circular tank connectors, especially, are 

not well protected. Their small isolated water volumes, though 
larger, are comparable to sections of flat-plate collectors, which 

have no inherent freeze protection. 

Flat-plate collectors are well-insulated on the sides and 

back, as is the Solar Harvest unit. Yet they are prone to 

freezing, largely because of their small cross-section waterways 

which have little heat content to prevent freezing. For these 
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reasons, the ECB recommends limiting the eligibility of Solar 

Harvest units to the 2,300-foot maximum elevation granted to other 

passive systems under OII 42. While we acknowledge the protection 

offered to customers by the applicant's warranty. it is not as 

reliable protection of our ratepayers rebate investment over the 

20-year horizon of OII 42, as would be the mitigation of exposure 

to freezing conditions provided by our 2,300 foot maximum 

elevation. 

It may be argued that some ICS units eligible up to 2,300 

feet or more are not required to provide a thermostatic drain valve 

as Solar Harvest does when it warrants its unit against freeze 

damage for 011 42 eligibility. We find, however, that the greater 

risk of freeze damage with Solar Harvest's unit justifies the 

additional protection offered by the thermostatic valve, even when 

we are not permitting the greater exposure to freeze damage that 

would be found above 2,300 feet. The reasons for the choice of 

2,300 feet are given in Appendix C. 

Piping and valving are normally more vulnerable to 
freezing than an IeS unit itself. Therefore, insulation to comply 

with the Checklist must completely cover all outdoor piping, 

fittings, and valve bodies. Even small gaps in insulation can 

greatly increase nighttime heat loss, reducing both system 

efficiency and protection against frozen pipes. 
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Monitoring 

PT-40 solar systems should be evaluated in the monitoring 

program now underway for all other solar water heaters installed 

under the OIl 42 program, provided the sample can accommodate 
additional systems at this time. 

Disclaimer 

Any reference by manufacturers, distributors, whole-

sellers, retailers, or installers including Gulf Thermal and Solar 

Harvest to this order in their correspondence, marketing 

literature, or media advertising must contain the follOwing full 

text of this Disclaimer of Product Endorsement: 

"The California Public Utilities CO'Cl'Clission 
in no way endorses. recommends, or warrants 
the durability, suitability, or the 
reliability, or the short- or long-term energy 
savings performance of this or any other brand 
of system or component for domestic water 
heating or any other application". 

While this disclaimer is applicable to any system under our 

demonstration program, we must be certain that this order is not 

viewed by the public as an implied endorsement. 

We believe that public hearings would serve no useful 

purpose. This application should be granted ex parte to the extent 

provided in the following order. 
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Findings of Fact 

1. Gulf Thermal Corpora~ion (Gulf) manufactures the PT-40 

integral collector-storage (ICS) solar water heating unit. 

2. The PT-40 consists of a glazed. insulated. aluminum box 
containing four absorber ~anks in series with small diameter 
connectors subject to freezing. 

3. Solar Harvest is Gulf's agent in California. 

4. Solar Harvest applied for OIl 42 program eligibility 

because leS systems are not eligible without a demonstration of 

quantifiable energy savings and because it sought exemptions to the 
Inspection Checklist. 

S. Exposed valves and componen~s may freeze unless 
protected. 

6. Systems having more than three units in series may not 
deliver the rated output per unit. 

7. Solar Harvest's unit has no pump. 

S. A means to verify system operation should be accessible 
without tools. 

9. Excess insulation can reduce the solar gain of an ICS 
system. 

10. Solar Harvest submitted the results of an SRCC-OG200 ~es~ 

of two Gulf P!-40 units installed in series. along with SRCe 
certification of the results. 
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'1. SRCC-OG200 results may be converted to estimate system 

performance under California conditions. 

12. Conventional water heater losses may be eliminated by 

appropriate valves and switches 

'3. Gulf offers a 20-year warranty covering ICS damage due to 
freezing when the system is installed with nonelectric intermittent 

drain valves, and which meets state solar tax credit requirements. 

14. A maximum installation elevation of 2,300 feet has been 

adopted to minimize the likelihood of freeze damage to solar water 

heaters not emptied of water under freezing conditions. 

15. ECB staff estimates that one Gulf PT-40 unit will deliver 

tt ",750 BTUs per day on an average annual basis, or 42.9 therms per 

year under California conditions. 

16. Little increase in delivered solar energy is gained by 

connecting more than three (3) units in series. 

17. The expense of a public hearing is not justified for this 

application. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. Gulf PT-40 solar water heater systems should be eligible 

to participate in the OIl 42 Demonstration Solar Financing Program 

under the following conditions. 

2. Installation Checklist Items 22 and 30 are not applicable 

to Solar Harvest units. 
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3. Installation Checklis~ I~ems 1',21 and 29 ~ust be 

answered Yes for eligibili~y. 

4. Gulf PT-40 systems should be found eligible for reba~es 

when sized according to Table 1. 

5. Gulf PT-40 sys~ems installed below 2,300 feet wi~h a 

nonelec~ric thermos~atic drain valve as shown in Appendix D should 
be assumeo to be adequately protec~ed against freeze damage for 

purposes of the OIl 42 program. 

6. Solar Harvest should assure ~hat no water hea~ers are 

conver~ed from gas to electric back-up wa~er heating. 

7. Solar Harvest should instruct customers to turn off pilot 

lights on gas back-up water heaters during summer months. 
S. Solar Harvest should instruct cus~omers ~o ~urn off 

electric back-up water heaters during summer mon~hs. 

9. Solar Harvest should recommend installation of time 

clocks on all elec~ric back-up water hea~ers. 

10. Gulf PT-40 systems must comply with all o~her Commission 

decisions in the OIl 42 program, and with all o~her requirements 

set forth in this decision. 

'1. P!-40 solar water heaters should be installed in strict 

accordance with Gulf's and Solar Harvest's instructions. 
12. This application should be processed ex parte. 
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o R D E R 

1. Solar Harvest solar water heating systems of multiple 
Gulf PT-40 integral collector-storage units are eligible to 

participate in the OIl 42 Demonstration Solar Financing Program 

under the sizing criteria set forth in Table 1 hereof, and under 

the freeze protection, and all other conditions summarized in the 
Conclusions of Law 1 through 12. 

This order is effective today for systems installed after 

January 29, 1980 in retrofit applications of dwellings occupied 

before January 29, 1980. 
Dated MAY 1 g 1983 , at San Francisco, California. 

LEO~A..."O M. C?!~,. ..... . r~. 4J&~. 

PrOtlidel:'t 
V!CTOR CA:LVO 
p.RrSC!~:'A c. CP-ZW 
DC~ALD VIJ..:L 

CO.a:c13Sioner: 
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APPENDIX A 
Page 1 of 3 

Method Used to Process the Gulf PT-40 
Solar Water Heater Test Results 

The minimutl number of Gulf PT-40 units to be installed 
per bedroom follows from the results of the SRCC-OG200 test by 
comparing the results against the 101-therm minimum criterion ff~r 
a three-bedroom dwelling (Appendix B). The SRCC-OG200 test 
conditions reflect national average values, not California values, 
for available solar radiation and other variables. Therefore, the 
annual solar output under California conditions was determined by 
modifying the results as follows: 

The method used to estimate performance under conditions 
which differ from ~he test conditions ideally should have national 
consensus. Such a consensus is now in its early stages. Since a 
usable method may not be available before the OII 42 program is 
over, the ECa staff, with informal review from the solar community, 
is applying its own approach uniforcly to all applicants. 

Of the many conditions chosen for the SRCC-OG200 test, 
three vary significantly for systems installed in California. 
These are the incident solar energy, the volume of hot water drawn 
per day, and the effect of overnight heat losses on the net solar 
energy delivered by the system. 

Incident Solar Energx 

An increase in incident solar energy will increase the 
solar energy delivered by the system. The increase can reasonably 
be estimated to be in the ratio of the california annual average 
value to the test value, or (1700/1500), in Btus per sq. ft. per 
day. Theoretically it is less than this ratio. 

Hot Water Usage 

The effect of varying the second factor, the amount and 
timing of hot water drawn per day_ is more difficult to quantify; 
however, the direction of this effect is clear. Reducing ~e 
volume from approximately 95 gallons per day during ~he test~ to 
60 gallons per day (for a three-bedroom dwelling under OII 42). 
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will reduce the net solar energy delivered.~/ (Shifting the timing 
of usage from evening towards morning also reduces the energy 
delivered, but we do not differ with the test assumption of 
equal draws at morning, noon and late afternoon.) 

If we quantify this reduction factor for lower water use 
at a value of (1500/1700), it would simplify the analysis by just 
offsetting the increase due to greater solar insolation. The 
necessary accuracy depends on the number of other factors con-
sidered and on the quality of related data used. In the absence of 
a recognized method to calculate this factor, ECB staff believes 
that (1500/1700) is a reasonable value. Therefore, the output 
under OIl 42 conditions of radiation and water usage is unchanged 
from the SRCC-OG200 value. 

4It Overnight Heat Losses 

All solar systems having outdoor storage tanks lose heat 
overnight. This group of prinCipally passive (nonpumped) systems 
includes thermo syphon systems (tank with flat-plate collectors) and 
lCS systems (integral collector-storage units having only a tank). 
The importance of this factor in the net solar energy delivered by 
a solar system is recognized in the SRCC-OG200 test process by a 
separate 16-hour temperature decay test conducted to determine 
the rate of heat loss under known test conditions. The amount of 
energy-ictually lost in any given location depends on the annual 
average nighttime temperature. Therefore no night heat losses are 
deducted from the SRCC-OG200 energy output as reported. 

For persons familiar with the development of the 011 42 
eligibility criteria, this "net solar energy delivered" (in 
Btus for example) should be distinguished from the "solar 
fraction" (in %). While net solar Btus would fall in this 
case, the solar fraction would likely increase because it is 
the ratio of net usable Btus to total Btus. (The total Btus 
fall nearly 50% from' 00 ga1./day to 60 gal./day, whi.le net 
Btus might only fall 20%.) 
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The overnight temperature decay measured in the SRCC 
test, must be distinguished from the specific freeze protection 
energy consumed by a system. Freeze protection energy consumption 
is not measured by the SRCC test. Some freeze protection features 
actively consume significant amounts of energYr depending on 
climate. Freeze protection is discussed separately in Appendix C 
of this decision. 

The method of determining the amount of energy lost due 
to overnight temperature decay, using local temperatures and SRCC 
heat loss rate data, yill eventually be part of a consensus 
standard to modify the SRCC test result. An engineering estimate 
of that loss is described here. 

Two items of test data are used. One is the temperature 
of the solar heated water remaining in the solar system after the 
standard test day. The difference between this temperature and 
the annual average overnight temperature in California population 
centers, is used as the factor driving the overnight heat loss. 

The second item is the rate of heat loss. The two rates 
used in this analysis reflect overnight conditions of zero wind 
during the three days of solar simulation and a known wind during 
the separate heat loss test. 

These two data items are combined yith an exponential 
heat loss model to produce an overnight heat loss which we then 
deduct from the SRCC rating as reported. 
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011 42 Program Assump~ions 

Solar Wa~er Prehea~er Sys~ems ~i~h Gas Auxiliary Energx 
Conven~ional Gas Wa~er liea~er 

. . 
:=L_in~e~: ____________ ~I~te~m~ ______________ ~: ______ ~Am~o_u~n~t~ _____ : 

1 Single Family Daily Hot Wa~er Usage 

2 Three-Bedroom Dwelling Usage 
3 Energy to Raise Water 70 degrees F 

Conven~ional Water Heater Efficiencies 

20 Gallons Per Bedroom 

60 Gallons per Day 

128 ~h/yr 

4 After Combustion and Flue Losses 53% 

5 Af~er Jacket Losses 801-

6 Ne~ Efficiency (4 times 5) 42% 

Before Solar Conventional Energy Usage 

7 (3 over 6) 

60% Savings of Conventional Energy 

8 (7 ~imes 60%) 

Maximum Metered Usage With Solar 

9 (7 less 8) 

10 Energy From Auxiliary With Solar 
(9 times 6) 

11 Minimum Net Energy From Solar 
(3 less 10) 

12 Solar System Piping Efficiency 

13 Ne~ Solar Plumbing Efficiency 
(12 times 5) 

Gross Solar Energy Output Reguired 

14 (11 over 13) 

300 ~h/yr 

180 ~h/yr 

120 th/yr 

51 th/yr 

77 th/yr 

95% 

101 th/yr 
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011 42 Program Assump~ions 

Solar Wa~er Preheater Systems with Gas Auxiliary Energy 
High-Efficiency Gas Water Heater 

. . . . 
:=L~i~ne~: ____________ ~I~t=em=-______________ ~ ______ ~Am~o~u~n~~~ _____ : 

1 Single Family Daily Hot Water Usage 

2 Three-Beoroom Dwelling Usage 

3 Energy to Raise Water 70 degrees F 
Conven~ional Water Heater Efficiencies 

20 Gallons Per Beoroom 
60 Gallons per Day 

128 th/yr 

4 After Combustion ano Flue Losses 75% 

5 After Jacket Losses 80% 

6 Net Efficiency (4 times 5) 60% 

Before Solar Conventional Energy Usage 

7 (3 over 6) 

60% Savings of Conventional Ener~ 

8 (7 times 60%) 

Maximum Metered Usage With Solar 
9 (7 less 8) 

10 Energy From Auxiliary Wi~h Solar 
(9 times 6) 

11 Minimum Net Energy From Solar 
(S less 10) 

12 Solar System Piping Efficiency 
13 Net Solar Plumbing Efficiency 

(12 times 5) 

Gross Solar Energy Output Reguired 

14 (11 over 13) 

213 th/yr 

128 ~h/yr . 

85 th/yr 

51 th/yr 

77 th/yr 

95% 

76% 

101 th/yr 
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OII 42 Program Assumptions 
Solar Water Preheater Systems with Electric Auxiliary Energy 

. . . . : : 
:Line: Item : Amount : 
~~~------------~~----------------~------~~~------

1 Single Family Daily Hot Water Usage 20 Gallons Per Bedroom 

2 Three-Bedroom Dwelling Usage 60 Gallons per Day 

3 Energy to Raise Water 70 degrees F 3750 kWh/yr - 128 th/yr 

Conventional Water Heater Efficiencies 

4 After Combustion and Flue Losses 100% 

5 After Jacket Losses 80% 

6 Net Efficiency (4 times 5) 80% 

Before Solar Conventional Energy Usage 
7 (3 over 6) 

60% Savings of Conventional Energy 

8 (7 times 60%) 

Maximum Metered Usage With Solar 

9 (7 less 8) 

10 Energy From Auxiliary With Solar 
(9 times 6) 

" Minimum Net Energy From Solar 
(3 less '0) 

'2 Solar System Piping Efficiency 

'3 Net Solar Plumbing Efficiency 
(12 times 5) 

Gross Solar Energy Output Reguired 

1 4 (1' over , 3) 

4687 kWh/yr • 160 th/yr 

2813 kWh/yr - 96 th/yr 

1874 kWh/yr - 64 th/yr 

1499 kWh/yr - 51 th/yr 

2251 kWh/yr - 77 th/yr 

95% 

76% 

2962 kWh/yr - 10' th/yr 
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Use of Hea~ ~o Preven~ Freezing 
in Solar Sys~ems 

Wa~er confined in an exposed solar collector may cause 
damage ~o it by freezing anc expanding if ~he air ~empera~ure falls 
much below 45 deg. F. (cepending on wind and clouc cover). Wa~er 
will freeze occasionally in all parts of California. 

Typically the flat-plate components of active and of 
thermo syphon systems require freeze protection because they contain 
little heat when solar radiation is not available. ICS systems 
typically do not require freeze protection because of ~heir large 
thermal mass. 

Freeze protection for piping leading to and from solar 
systems is not discussed in individual solar decisions for two 
reasons. Piping is relatively inexpensive in comparison to the 
collector components of a solar system. and secondly. because good 
plumbing practice for all water piping calls for insula~ion as 
heavy as the local climate warrants. 

The water in solar collectors should be drained to 
prevent damage, but for practical or economic reasons, the user may 
only try to prevent freezing. In that case. antifreeze ~y be 
added. to so-called closed loop systems, where the potable water 
supply does not flow directly through the collec~ors. 

Another method is to provide heat to the collectors. It 
is used in those designs ~here potable water is always present 
throughout the system. In mild climates, the long-term performance 
of these systems will not be greatly reduced. !here are now at 
least three methods to heat collectors. 

A common one is to simply start the system electric pump, 
in an active system, to circulate warm water from the indoor 
storage tank. Another is to turn on electric heaters in the 
collectors themselves. The Commission has limited use of both of 
these in OII 42 ~o elimates defined by a maximum elevation for 
installation. A third method is now being used, chiefly in 
thermo syphon systems. 
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In that method a valve is activated by thermal 
contraction when the temperature drops into the freezing range of 
water. It opens to permit water to move through the system under 
line pressure. as if a hot water tap were opened in the dwelling. 
The coldest water is forced out first, over the valve actuator 
followed by water which warms the coldest parts of the syst~. 
including the valve. The valve actuator expands and closes, and 
when the heat provided by the water has dissipated, the cycle 
repeats itself. In very cold weather, the valve may remain open. 

While this method relies only on water pressure for 
reliability. it is from an energy standpoint, no different from the 
recirculation method used in active systems, or the electriC anti-
freeze used in thermo syphon systems. 

All three methods rely on heat to keep ice from forming. 
Therefore, their use of resources and effect on net energy 
production is the same on a statewide average. The conditions of 
exposure are the same, because all three methods are equally 
eligible regardless of insolation, water supply temperature, 
climate, or dwelling size. 

A maximum elevation of 2,300 feet has been chosen and 
used in all eligibility decisions for solar water heaters having 
protection comparable to the Solar Harvest unit. The energy needs 
for active freeze protection of a nonpumped system at 2,300 feet 
are about the same as for a circulator pump in a system which is 
drained for freeze protection. (The reCirculation methoe actually 
is limited to 1,000 feet elevation, not 2,300 feet, but only 
because it is less efficien~. Elee~rieity is used bo~h to collect 
heat and to recirculate some of it, before dissipating that heat. 
but ice forms no more easily because the recirculation method is 
used.) 
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Gulf l1lumal C(lIJ'l.~raTion ~ llf1nl~ its l'lotrtui\,Tut>c r .w. Sc>hr W.attl Huteri to N manuraclurtJ 10 hirh ~flndlrd\ "ith fiat «\rnmuchl 
I-I.lJt\ (If maltlials. from rc:liat>lt SOutC«. u~ ltU(lU,,'hout. E.tcb unit is ru!>\urt ItsftJ rei<» (6 sllirmtot. 

FOf a r<rioo of ''''tnt)' (XI) )urs from tllt dalt of inmllation, Gulf Thwn!1 ... ilJ It{,lir Of ,,{,bet 'ny ddt.:tht ('3f1S, inc1udin, tM thOtNf 
eNtin" .httt such dtrti1 i\ tht ftiu!! or mlnu(a«(urin! tnOl Qf dtft.:til t ml1tfill. 1 Ilis induJ(S ro~t (If bt-or (u ('(I W'Uanl)' Rtplir I aoor 
SchtduTt), maftriats, Ind shirmtnt (0 In!>llU.alion sift .. ithin tht Conlintnlal U.S., port tmbuhtk."Ir\ rOl ()'usta~ situ . 

. Gulf TMrmaJ Proi,ltnh'Tubt TM SOW Walt. HUltts lIt .. ananltJ I!.ain~l ft«tt dama!t "'i!hin Ill( c\."In,jilions outtintJ in the IMI.a!l3lion, 
MainltnlOCt, O'Antr', Manual. Tht CQftl{'.l!l)"', liability undtr this ~ uu.nt)' shall N tnJrJ in tht t\·tnt ortICtaloo", n of lht unit dU( t('irnJ'lOrU 
iMlallation, ust. nt11ling. railuft (0 ferlaC( t>lohn tbzin.!S pcomplly, (If OIhu t>ru(b or the eCld\."I',urt 1.11o",1n! tht inlf\l~ion of H(tssht 
moiHult Of other forei!n mattril1. 

Thi\ ",allan1), tOts "jIb lht unit and is unaffC'ctN by chtnat or olllntnhir_ Coo~utnli!1 damagt'S as ft'Suli (lr raiturt ohhis unit ltt not lII"vllnIN. 

This ~ ulan!), ,hu )"ou srt,iflC It!al rithts, and)"ou m1y aYso b1\t otlltl fithts 'Iobkb \lry from Malt to \Ult. In order to ('bI,in ~rrorman(t 
on an)" ohht aooH "mantyoNitaliom, conlact )001 101. .. 1 Gulf llirml1 lkakr/Oi~rit>utOf, (If dll."lUlJ lC>U hJ\t an unsohtJ rcookmcooctmin! 
an)' Gulf lhtrm31 rrodU(1, rkast "lfilt or uti the mltlttin! dtratln1tnt or the undtlsil~J. 

___ d/~d~/U/ 
()UOlHfUXU!-t. PR(,SIO 


